2009 yamaha vino 125

Make Yamaha. Model Vino You also get a telescopic front fork and front disc brake, plenty of
room for gear, and an estimated 96 miles per gallon with a fuel tank that holds 1. You also get a
telescopic front fork and front disc brake plenty of room for gear and an estimated 96 miles per
gallon with a fuel tank that holds 1. Aluminum frame! Calls only! Model V Star Tourer. Midsize
Star brings modern classic styling along for a lighter, sportier, hot-rod-inspired ride.
Modern-classic design, including a flangeless gas tank and two- into-one exhaust, gives the V
Star that distinctive Star look. Steel chassis gets 48 percent of the bike s weight on the front
tire, for quick, light handling and maneuverability. Authentic cruiser features such as belt drive
and steel fenders open up the customization possibilities even further. Computer-controlled
twin-barrel fuel injection provides optimal mixture whatever the temperature or altitude Four
valves per cylinder 36mm intake, 32mm exhaust provideoptimum combustion efficiency; roller
rocker arms reduce friction for better performance and reduced wear Ceramic composite
cylinder sleeves contain mm forged pistons for excellent durability and longevity. Forged
connecting rods ride a single crankpin for true V-twin sound and power. Smooth-shifting
five-speed transmission feeds power to anefficient, low-maintenance belt drive. Sly cooling
system routes liquid through hidden hoses andinternal engine passages for air-cooled looks
and liquid-cooled performance. Oil filter is easy to get to but also tucked nearly out of sight for
clean, pure looks Hydraulic cam chain tensioner reduces noise and maintenance. Mounting the
fuel pump in a separate, tucked-away sub-tank allows the thin tank design. Seven-spoke cast
wheels and matching rear pulley mount fat, inch tires for a cool period look albeit with big
contact patches on the road. Scooters Under cc PSN Because of the engine size and top speed,
the Vino requires a motorcycle license to legally operate. The Vino has a relatively low seat
height, making it popular among smaller riders. It also has a large strage area under the seat.
This one has a windshield that has been added to it. It was traded in by a long time customer of
ours, it has been very well cared for it's whole life. The engine has a fan for supplemental
cooling. It has a carburetor with an auto-choke and carburetor heat device. Goes to easy
starting. The braking system is a mm 7. The tires are 3. Looking to save some fuel, check this
one out!!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel
comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are through
with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we
photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good
condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers.
Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! I
have used this to go back and forth to school for the last 3 years and have had no issues. New
battery and oil change last summer. Williamsburg, VA. Fort Rice, ND. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne,
WY. North Fork, CA. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Yamaha Vino Year Make Yamaha Model Vino Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Augustine, Florida. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Yamaha Vino Yamaha Vino
specifications, pictures, reviews and rating Yamaha Vino Picture credits - Yamaha. Submit more
pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this
motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes.
Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective
owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies.
About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and
Motorcycle classifieds. Yamaha Vino Yamaha Vino specifications, pictures, reviews and rating.
More pictures Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :.
Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the
nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers.
Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join
the 09 Yamaha Vino discussion group or the general Yamaha discussion group. List related
bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of related motorbikes
before you buy this Yamaha. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the riders' comments
at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair costs, etc. Show any
Yamaha Vino for sale on our Bikez. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes
are advertised in the future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You
are also welcome to read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Yamaha bike.
Touring capabilities for the Yamaha Vino You can also compare bikes. Make Yamaha. Model
Vino You also get a telescopic front fork and front disc brake, plenty of room for gear, and an
estimated 96 miles per gallon with a fuel tank that holds 1. You also get a telescopic front fork
and front disc brake plenty of room for gear and an estimated 96 miles per gallon with a fuel
tank that holds 1. Aluminum frame! Calls only! Model V Star Tourer. Midsize Star brings modern

classic styling along for a lighter, sportier, hot-rod-inspired ride. Modern-classic design,
including a flangeless gas tank and two- into-one exhaust, gives the V Star that distinctive Star
look. Steel chassis gets 48 percent of the bike s weight on the front tire, for quick, light handling
and maneuverability. Authentic cruiser features such as belt drive and steel fenders open up the
customization possibilities even further. Computer-controlled twin-barrel fuel injection provides
optimal mixture whatever the temperature or altitude Four valves per cylinder 36mm intake,
32mm exhaust provideoptimum combustion efficiency; roller rocker arms reduce friction for
better performance and reduced wear Ceramic composite cylinder sleeves contain mm forged
pistons for excellent durability and longevity. Forged connecting rods ride a single crankpin for
true V-twin sound and power. Smooth-shifting five-speed transmission feeds power to
anefficient, low-maintenance belt drive. Sly cooling system routes liquid through hidden hoses
andinternal engine passages for air-cooled looks and liquid-cooled performance. Oil filter is
easy to get to but also tucked nearly out of sight for clean, pure looks Hydraulic cam chain
tensioner reduces noise and maintenance. Mounting the fuel pump in a separate, tucked-away
sub-tank allows the thin tank design. Seven-spoke cast wheels and matching rear pulley mount
fat, inch tires for a cool period look albeit with big contact patches on the road. Scooters Under
cc PSN Because of the engine size and top speed, the Vino requires a motorcycle license to
legally operate. The Vino has a relatively low seat height, making it popular among smaller
riders. It also has a large strage area under the seat. This one has a windshield that has been
added to it. It was traded in by a long time customer of ours, it has been very well cared for it's
whole life. The engine has a fan for supplemental cooling. It has a carburetor with an auto-choke
and carburetor heat device. Goes to easy starting. The braking system is a mm 7. The tires are
3. Looking to save some fuel, check this one out!!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection,
cleaning and examination before we feel comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and
available for sale. Once we are through with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the
bike has been approved for sale, we photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to
our clients that the bike is in good condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important
to both us and to our online buyers. Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of
other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! I have used this to go back and forth to school for the last 3
years and have had no issues. New battery and oil change last summer. Thousand Oaks, CA.
Huntington Beach, CA. Winter Springs, FL. Greenwood, IN. Cripple Creek, CO. Eau Gallie, FL.
Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Vino
Year Make Yamaha Model Vino Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine
- Posted Over 1 Month. Augustine, Florida. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Manufactured from to , the Vino has a cc engine.
Rebecca partyponies. My Vino is a cold starter. I try to start it and just turns over and over.
Whether I give it throttle or not. I leave it for a while, go back and it will start. Then it starts fine
rest of the day. I sometimes go weeks without starting it. L Pfaff lpfaff1. When the engine is cold
the choke is required to start engine correctly, If faulty, the mixture will be weak and the engine
will not want to start easily. Have a good local shop check it out, diagnose and estimate repair.
Links below may be of some help, 1st link is about troubleshooting and the 2nd link is a service
repair manual not your exact year but may work. Good luck. I hope this helped you out, if so let
me know by pressing the helpful button. I found help on U-Tube. Turn the throttle 5 times before
starting. It worked like a charm. Doesn't fix the problem, but it starts. Your answer is probably
right, electric choke or heating element may need some attention. Thanks for giving me an
answer. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Rebecca partyponies Rep: 1. Answer this question
I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted
Undo. Score 0. Most Helpful Answer. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Was this answer helpful? Score 1. I
can't get gas to the carburator. Whatis the possible problem. I can. Add your answer Rebecca
will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Manufactured from to , the Vino has a cc engine.
Motor Scooter starts fine and idles very well Pull the carburetor and clean it. This failing, On
most regular motorcycles there is a manual petcock that is used to shut fuel off to the
carburetor s. On most scooters the fuel! As the engine goes through its intake cycle, there is a
vacuum line from the intake that goes to the fuel! If the engine is not running the fuel does not
flow. If the vacuum lines have a kink in them or are loose or cracked they will cause the engine
to run lean and also prevent correct
yz 125 engine diagram
eiger window
bmw 635d
fuel flow to the carburetor, especially at high speed. Check to make sure the bowl vents from
the carburetor and the vent from the fuel tank are not kinked or plugged up. Sounds like you're

running the carb dry, then the ten minute wait manages to fill the carb enough to refire. Service
the fuel system. Another option is the ignition coil is faulty. I had a similar problem with my
Honda Helix several years ago, ran for a few miles then stalled. Discovered the ignition coil was
overheating. I allowed it to cool down after minutes, then it started again only to stall again in a
few miles. The dealer eventually discovered the problem. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index.
Jose Rep: 13 1 1. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a
good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 1. The All-New. The high performance electronics
repair kit. Chosen Solution. Was this answer helpful? Score 3. Score 0. Add your answer Jose
will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

